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How would you solve the problem 12=x+5?

Deficits

Unconventional Understandings 

(e.g., x is 1)



Dyscalculia

• About 6% of the population (Shalev 2007)


• Students have difficulties with 


• Number sense (Piazza et al. 2010)


• Symbolic notation (Landerl and Kolle 2009)
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Challenges in Dyscalculia Research
• No consensus definition of dyscalculia 

(Mazzocco, 2007)


• Low math achievement (below the 25th 
percentile) (e.g., Geary & Hoard, 2005; 
Lewis & Fisher, 2016)


• Large-scale studies of outcome 
measures to determine the dyscalculia 
group’s “deficits” (e.g., Geary, 2010)


• Focused on younger students engaged 
in basic arithmetic (Lewis & Fisher, 2016)

• Selective recruitment of “extreme 
cases” - adults with a history of 
difficulties


• Anti-deficit work - focused on what 
students have rather than what they 
lack - viewed as students engaged in 
process of learning and doing math.


• Focus on algebra - Algebraic reasoning 
qualitatively different (Kaput, 2008) 



Reframing Dyscalculia (Vygotsky 1929/1993)

Re-mediation



My positionality

• White, queer, cisgendered woman, with dyslexia



• 31 years old, half Black half White


• Community College Student


• History of significant issues with 
mathematics


• Scored below the 19th percentile 
on Woodcock-Johnson Test of 
Achievement in mathematics


• 19 design-based research 
tutoring sessions focused on 
integer operations and algebra

“Melissa”

Gravemeijer & Cobb, 2006)



Design Based Research Cycle

Problems involving 
unknowns (12=x+5)

12=x+5 simplified to 
12=1+5

Thinks of x as 1 
Symbolic notation 

(x) may be 
inaccessible Ask student to 

physically represent 
unknowns as 

container with a 
value contained 



Design Based Research
Design Microcycles

Retrospective Analysis



Retrospective analysis
Phase 1 - Generate Persistent (unconventional) Understanding Definitions

• Rewatch all video data — Katie (1st author) Gwen Sweeney (2nd author)


• Goal: iteratively create/refine operational definitions 


• unconventional (did not align with mathematical convention, like thinking of x as 
1)


• reoccurred (persisted across sessions / problem types) and led to difficulties/
errors


• Specified inclusion and exclusion criteria for 5 algebraic persistent understandings 


• Note: also identified (6 integer operation persistent understandings — (Lewis, 
Sweeney, Thompson, & Adler, 2020)



Unconventional Understandings
documenting what they have rather than what they lack

1. Expansive and static views of unknown


2. Equal sign as a bridge


3. Unconventional use of coefficients (additive understanding of coefficients 


4. x = is the answer


5. Zero is not a value



Static View of Unknowns

#1 - Static and Expansive View of Unknowns

Overly Expansive

• “The rule of x is 1, that’s the most common 
unknown, in other words, for x to be 1.” 


• “one equaled five [writes 1=5] because I see x as 1.” 

• Understood any symbol as a unknown or variable 

• “a variable is a… an unknown number,” 


• “[The equal sign] is a variable, as well as an x is a 
variable, or a plus is a variable.” 



#2 - Equal sign as a bridge
• Saw equal sign as a bridge that separated 

but also allowed terms to move from one 
side to the other.


• Added an equal sign in between steps 


• Did not see invalid equalities as 
problematic (e.g., -4=5)


• Did different things to both sides of the 
equation (e.g., divide by 3 on one side and 
subtract by 3 on other)



#3 - Unconventional use of coefficients

• Assumed an additive relationship between the 
coefficient and unknown, often tried to subtract the 
coefficient away


• When she did divide, she often divided by both the 
coefficient and the unknown.  



#4 - x = is the answer

• Used “x = ” to linguistically and symbolically 
demarcate the answer.


• Often ignored the location of x in the problem and 
tacked and “x =” in front of what value she 
calculated



#5 - zero is not a value

• Zero is often treated like any other constant


• Zero is not understood as a valid value



Systematic Analysis
Phase 2 of Retrospective Analysis

Question

Answer

Correctness

Evidence of persistent understandings

Video data Transcript Problem Instances

• All transcript accounted for in the coding system


• All data double or triple coded - Katie (1st author), Rebecca Adler (4th author) and Kawla Alhamed (5th 
author)


• Reliability for coding was 95.4%



Overview of all algebra problems

• Persistent understandings reoccured over time



Overview of all algebra problems

90% of all incorrect answers associated with a persistent understanding

• Persistent understandings account for nearly all the incorrect answers


• Persistent understandings often occur in tandem



Unconventional understandings in tandem

#3 - unconventional 
manipulation of coefficients

#4 - x= is the answer, x is ignored 
in the equation, and “the answer” 
is set equal to x.

#1 - expansive and static 
view of unknowns (x is 1)

#2 - equal sign as a bridge (added to 
one side and subtracted from other)




Unconventional Understandings

Understanding Number of 
instances

Associated with 
incorrect answer

1. Static and expansive views of unknown 80 80%

	2.	 Equal sign as a bridge 110 59%

	3.	 Unconventional manipulation of coefficients 70 74%

	4.	 x = is the answer 46 74%

	5.	 Zero is not a value 13 61%



Designing Re-mediations
• Area of difficulty identified in DBR analysis cycle - Grace Thompson (3rd 

author)


• Hypothesis about a potential inaccessibility of mathematical tools


• Unknowns


• Equal Sign


• Coefficients


• Design of alternative tools to attempt to address inaccessibility and connect 
to conventional understanding of mathematics

1. Expansive and static views of unknown


2. Equal sign as a bridge


3. Unconventional use of coefficients 


4. x = is the answer


5. Zero is not a value



Design of alternative mediators (re-mediations)
Issue of accessibility Design goal

• Unknowns 

• Understand that unknowns are a special kind of 
mathematical symbol that represents a value / 
quantity


• Physical representation of quantities (connected 
to work on integer operations)


• Understanding of zero in context of equation 
and x=0 as valid


• Equations 

• Represent an equation as balance between two 
quantities - draw upon her intuitive 
understanding of balance (address invalid 
movement across =)


• Coefficients


• Draw upon linguistic resources to help establish 
multiplicative relationship of coefficients

Alternative Tool
• Unknowns inaccessible 

• Sees any symbol as an 
unknown


• thinks x is always 1


• thinks any computation 
results in what x=


• Equations inaccessible 

• equal sign separates and 
allows movement of 
quantities across


• Coefficients inaccessible 

• Coefficients can be added or 
subtracted away from the 
unknown



Alternative tools in action

• Persistent understandings continue to emerge


• Redirecting Melissa away from less accessible notation towards tools leads to 
more conventional manipulation



Alternative Mediators

Problem

Reference scale - does 
scale match symbols?


Alternative mediator - 
write equation in words

#3 - Unconventional 
Use of Coefficients

“I’d place an x and 2… 
as well as one more.”

No

Alternative Mediator Outcome

!

!



Alternative Mediators

Problem

Focus on scale - 
review valid 
manipulations to 
maintain balance

#3 - Equal sign as a bridge

Katie: How are we going to solve this?


Melissa: “I would combine like terms.”

Alternative Mediator Outcome

Records in symbols

Uses scale correctly

!

!



Alternative Mediators

Problem

Focus on scale - 
must do the same 
thing to both sides.


Focus on scale - asks 
student to manipulate 
scale rather than 
symbols

“x equals x, so the answer is x”

“it does equal x, or x=1”

Alternative Mediator Outcome

!

!

Katie: What do you want to do next?

(Melissa manipulates symbols only)

#3 - 
Unconventional 
Use of Coefficients

#4 - “x is the answer” 
#1 - static view of unknowns

#2 - equal sign 
as a bridge

!

!



Alternative Mediators

Problem

Reorient to scale - to 
connects to the 
symbols “how would 
we write subtracting 
an egg from this 
side?”


Alternative Mediator Outcome
Katie: How do you write what you 
just did?

! #2 - equal sign as 
a bridge



Alternative Mediators

Problem

Refers back to 
scale - “so if we 
have 2x, and we 
take away 1x, what 
are we going to be 
left with?”

Alternative Mediator Outcome

!

#2 - unconventional 
use of coefficients



Alternative tools in action

• Persistent understandings continued to emerge


• Redirecting Melissa away from less accessible notation towards tools leads to 
more conventional manipulation


• Over time Melissa was able to solve more complex problems than she had 
previously been able to solve.



Take Aways
• Melissa had unconventional understanding of standard mathematical symbols (unknowns, 

equal sign, coefficients) that were persistent


• Standard mathematical tools – used to represent quantities and relationships between 
quantities – were at least partially inaccessible to the student. 


• Alternative mediational tools (re-mediations), which provided the student a way of drawing 
upon her intuitive understandings of physical quantity, weight, and balance enabled her to 
access and understand problems she had previously been unable to solve correctly. 


• The persistent understandings continued to emerge in the context of the alternative tools, 
but reorientation to the tools enabled Melissa to reason in more conventional ways. 


• Anti-deficit DBR approach - Deliberately tried to identify issues of access and provide 
alternative more accessible tools


• Provides us with greater insight into dyscalculia in the context of algebra



Thank You & Questions

• Research was funded with a National Academy of Education Spencer 
Postdoctoral Grant


• Email Katie Lewis (kelewis2@uw.edu) for full paper
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